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ABSTRACT

Ten ring-stiffened cylindrical shells machined from
strain-hardening steels with yield strengths of 70,000
psi and 100,000 psi were tested to collapse under external

hydrostatic pressure. The cylinders were designed to cover
a range of "thinness ratio" X from 0.85 to 1.67. Four of
the cylinders collapsed in a combined asymmetric (lobar)

and axisymmetric mode; the other six cylinders failed only
in the lobar mode.

Agreement within 4 percent was obtained between the

experimental collapse pressures and the theoretical pressures

computed from Reynolds' inelastic lobar buckling theory for

those cylinders with thinness ratios of 0.85 to 1.10 and from

Reynolds t elastic lobar buckling theory for those cylinders

with thinness ratios greater than 1.40. However, agreement

was only fair between experimental pressures and the pressures

computed from Reynolds t inelastic theory for those cylinders

with thinness ratios between 1.10 and 1.40; these cylinders

were still in the inelastic range but tending toward the
elastic range.

INTRODUCTION

As part of a test program designed to provide information on the

resistance of ring-stiffened cylindrical shells to explosive loading,

ten machined externally-framed cylinders were tested to collapse under

hydrostatic pressure. The cylinders were designed with geometries in

the lobar buckling range and were machined from strain-hardening steel.

The static tests were conducted primarily to provide data on static

strength for use in evaluating the subsequent results of dynamic tests

of similar cylinders. In addition, the static results also afforded an

excellent opportunity to compare experimental collapse pressures with

the pressures calculated from theories recently developed by Reynolds

for inelastic and elastic lobar buckling of stiffened cylinders under

hydrostatic pressure.

This report deals only with the static phase of the test program.

The design, instrumentation, and testing of the cylinders that were

collapsed under hydrostatic pressure are described; experimental and

theoretical strains are compared; and the experimental collapse pressures

are discussed and compared with theoretical pressures.

dMIN1
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BACKGROUND

Two basic inelastic modes of shell failure can occur when ring-

stiffened cylinders fabricated from strain-hardening material are

subjected to external hydrostatic pressure. These are: axisymmetric

buckling, a phenomenon in which circumferential corrugations develop

in the shell, and asymmetric or lobar buckling in which alternate inward

and outward lobes appear around the circumference of the shell. Recently

at the David Taylor Model Basin, analyses
1 52 based on stability consider-

ations were developed for determining the buckling pressures of a stiffened

cylinder collapsing in either of these modes. The buckling pressures

were found to be a function of the cylinder geometry and the secant and

tangent moduli of the shell material as determined from a uniaxial stress-

strain curve.

Prior to these recent developments, collapse of the axisymmetric

type was usually treated theoretically as failure due to yielding pre-

cipitated by high stress rather than as a buckling phenomenon. These

past analyses were based on the assumption of an idealized material which,

at a certain stress level depending upon the failure criterion used, under-

went an abrupt transition to the perfectly plastic state. Analyses of

this type are applicable for stiffened cylinders fabricated from material

with an ideally plastic (plateau-type) stress-strain curve.

For a structure made of a strain-hardening material, these past analyses

have been proven inadequate since the determination of collapse pressure

was predicated on the state-of-equilibrium stresses and was not based on

stability considerations. Investigations of inelastic lobar buckling

have been rather limited in the past and empirical in nature.

Another possible mode of failure which could be analyzed on the basis

of stability considerations is that termed "elastic lobar buckling."

References are listed on page 15.

A recent Japanese paper dealing with the axisymmetric collapse

problem has come to the attention of the Model Basin. It will soon

be available as TMB Translation T-298 (Reference 3).
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The theoretical buckling pressures for this case are independent of yield

strength and secant and tangent moduli of the material and can be deter-

mined from the cylinder geometry, Poisson's ratio, and Young's modulus of

elasticity for the shell material. In 1929, Von Mises 4 developed a rigorous

solution for the elastic buckling of a thin-walled cylinder of finite length

under hydrostatic pressure, assuming simple support conditions at the ends.

He further assumed that the prebuckling deformations of the stiffened cylinder

could be approximated by the more simple ones corresponding to an unstiffened

cylinder of infinite length. In 1932, Von Sanden and Tolke 5 extended this

work; they also assumed simple support conditions at the frames but consid-

ered the exact prebuckling deformations of Von Sanden and Gunther 6 for a

stiffened cylinder in an approximate manner to make the mathematics tractable.
7

Recently at the Model Basin, Reynolds approached the problem more rigorously

than these past investigators by considering more realistic boundary con-

ditions at the frames and describing the prebuckling deformations in the form

of a Fourier series so as to permit a better approximation to the actual

state.

Since the cylinders presented in this report were designed with ge-

ometries in the lobar buckling range and were machined from strain-hard-

ening steel, the test results are used to evaluate the theories that have

recently been developed by Reynolds for inelastic2 and elastic 7 lobar

buckling.

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS

The models were machined from AISI-4140 seamless steel tubing, heat

treated to a yield strength of approximately 70,000 psi for two models and

100,000 psi for the other eight models. Stress-strain curves obtained

from uniaxial compression specimens cut from the heat-treated tubing in-

dicated that the material was of the strain-hardening type. Typical stress-

strain curves of the materials with yield strengths of about 70,000 psi

and about 100,000 psi are plotted in Figure 1; the curves shown represent

specimens of the material used for Models 12 and 55.
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Figure 1 - Stress-Strain Curves of Materials Used in Models

The geometry and material yield strength (based on a 0.2 percent

offset) for each of the models are summarized in Table 1. All models

were designed with an end arrangement as shown in the schematic diagram

of Table 1 in order to preclude premature failure near the ends. The

models were made pressure-tight by integral heavy rings at both ends, of

which one was attached to a closure bulkhead and the other was bolted to

the inside surface of the pressure tank head.
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TABLE 1

Geometrical and Material Properties of Models

A nominal value of E = 30.0 x 106 psi was assumed as Young's modulus
of elasticity for the models.

Shell Frame Frame Frame Nber of Yield
Radius Thickness Spacing Width Depth of Strength

Lf Typical

Model R h b F Frame y
in. in. in. in. in. Spacings psi

12 4.0813 0.0446 1.140 0.079 0.314 8 68,100

13 4.0788 0.0396 0.912 0.078 0.311 13 96,500

22 4.0768 0.0356 1.140 0.068 0.272 10 70,500

23 4.0745 0.0310 1.140 0,061 0.242 10 97,500

54 4.0704 0.0229 0.684 0.057 0.228 15 104,400

55 4.0727 0.0274 0.912 0.059 0.237 11 103,000

56 4.0758 0.0337 1.368 0.063 0.251 6 103,700

62 4.0827 0.0475 1.368 0.078 0.311 7 104,000

65 4.0827 0.0475 0.912 0.078 0.311 11 104,00

73 4.0727 0.0274 1.368 0.078 0.312 7 103,200

INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE

All models were instrumented with SR-4 electrical-resistance strain

gages to study their elastic and inelastic behavior during pressure loading

and to facilitate interpretation of the results. The shells were instrument-

ed in order to obtain data for comparison with the elastic strains computed

from the Von Sanden and Gther theory,6 which theory constitutes the basis

for designing ring-stiffened cylindrical shells subjected to hydrostatic

pressure. The rectangular frames were not instrumented since the width of

the frames was too narrow for strain gages.



The models were tested to failure in two or more pressure runs.

Preliminary runs were made to obtain sufficient data on the elastic behavior

of each model for comparison with the elastic strains computed from the

Von Sanden and Gunther theory.6 A period of 5 min.was allowed to elapse

before strains were recorded to permit stabilization of stresses in the

models. All models were tested to collapse in the Model Basin 10-in. diameter

hydrostatic pressure tank.

TEST RESULTS

Six of the ten models (Models 22, 23, 55, 56, 62, and 73) failed in

the shell by lobar buckling. The other four models (Models 12, 13, 54, and

65) failed in a combined mode of lobar buckling and axisymmetric collapse.

TABLE 2

Experimental Collapse Pressure, Mode of Failure,

Ratio for Each Model

and Thinness

Experimental Mode of Thinness
Model Collapse Pressure Failure Ratio

psi x

12 975 BY 0.855

13 1160 BY 0.986

22 735 B 1.035

23 705 B 1.354

54 695 BY 1.340

55 730 B 1.358

56 725 B 1.443

62 1335 B 1.111

65 1695 BY 0.893

73 475 B 1.671

B denotes lobar buckling; BY denotes combination of lobar buckling

and axisynmuetric collapse.
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PSD-68939
Figure 2a - Model 12 (X = 0.855)

IPSD-68937
IFigure 2b - Model 13 ( = 0.986)

PSD-6893b PSD-68943
Figure 2c - Model 22 (X = 1.035) Figure 2d - Model 23 (X = 1.354)

Figure 2 - Models after Collapse Showing Modes of Failure
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PSD-30199
Figure 2e - Model 54 (X = 1.340)

PSD-301951
Figure 2g - Model 56 (X = 1.443)

PSD-91586
Figure 2f - Model 55 (X = 1.358)

PSD-301952

Figure 2h - Model 62 (X = 1.111)
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PSD-94515 PSD-99758

Figure 2i - Model 65 (X = 0.893) Figure 2j - Model 73 (x = 1.671)

The experimental collapse pressures, modes of failure, and corresponding

values of "thinness ratio" X for each model are summarized in Table 2.

It is interesting to note that three of the four models which failed

in the combined lobar buckling and axisymmetric mode had the lowest values

of the thinness ratio X. The mode of collapse of each model is shown in

Figure 2.

A strain-sensitivity factor was determined for each strain gage.

This factor is the slope of the linear portion of the pressure-strain curve

and is measured in microinches per inch per psi of pressure. Pertinent

strain data from gages located in the center region of each model are sum-

marized in Table 3 together with strain-sensitivity factors computed from the

theory of Von Sanden and G nther.6 The corresponding experimental and theo-

retical strains compare favorably.

4 ( L/2R )2

(h/2R )3  E

where L =L - b

I _ _
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Measured and Theoretical Strain-Sensitivity Factors

B

Factors in p in/in/psi

A B C D
Model

Experimental Theoretical6 Experimental Theoretical6 Experimental Theoretical6 Experimental Theoretical6

12 - 1.47(5)" - 1.56 - 2.18(12) - 2.17 - 1.57(4) - 1.48 + 0.26(4) 0

13 - 1.53(3) - 1.63 - 1.99(16) - 2.11 - 1.77(6) - 1.80 + 0.16(7) - 0.06

22 " - 1.90 - 2.90 - 1.78 + 0.05

23 - 2.16(5) - 2.18 - 3.36(18) - 3.46 - 2.05(6) - 1.93 + 0.32(6) + 0.02

54 - 2.29(6) - 2.55 - 3.23(21) - 3.45 - 3.61(8) - 3.33 + 0.15(9) + 0.01

55 - 2.10(6) - 2.36 - 3.28(18) - 3.51 - 2.76(8) - 2.53 + 0.32(9) + 0.12

56 - 1.78(5) - 2.03 - 3.20(20) - 3.38 - 1.59(8) - 1.51 + 0.02(9) - 0.13

62 - 1.36(6) - 1.52 - 2.17(19) - 2.24 - 1.26(6) - 1.23 + 0.06(9) - 0.03

65 - 1.40(3) - 1.50 - 1.75(9) - 1.77 - 1.42(2) - 1.36 0(3) - 0.19

73 - 1.62(9) - 1.75 - 4.10(21) - 4.28 - 1.86(7) - 1.94 + 0.24(9) 0

Numbers in parentheses denote number of strain gages used in averaging process to determine experimental value.

Strain data not available.



TABLE 4

Theoretical and Experimental Collapse Pressures

Thinness Axisynmmetric Collapse Pressures Elastic Lobar Buckling Pressures

Ratio
Experimental Von Sanden Hencky- Plastic Inelastic Inelastic Von Sanden

Model Collapse and Von Mises Hinge 8  Axisymmetric Lobar 2 Reynolds and 5 EMB Formula

Pressure Giinther at Out Buckling1 Buckling T51ke [10] 9
Formula (92a] 6  Fiber Pressures

12 0.855 975(BY) 788 859 946 978 938 2253 2014 1786

65 0.893 1695(BY) 1451 1543 1703 1723 1674 3810 3544 2969

13 0.986 1160(BY) 1104 1149 1301 1325 1203 2598 2190 1807

22 1.035 735(B) 622 686 747 763 734 1203 1054 963

62 1.111 1335(B) 1208 1348 1446 1516 1300 1879 1702 1628

54 1.340 695(BY) 712 719 834 786 [711] 1009 742 616

23 1.354 705(B) 732 816 878 893 626 811 693 665

55 1.358 730(B) 732 787 877 871 [703] 892 680 651

56 1.443 725(B) 820 931 977 992 [652] 744 665 654

73 1.671 475(B) 644 731 770 780 [381] 460 386 387

(B) denotes lobar buckling failure; (BY) denotes combination of lobar buckling and axisymmetric mode of failure.

The theory of Reference 2 indicates that the values in brackets are elastic buckling pressures. In the elastic

range5 the theory of Reference 2 degenerates to a solution similar to the Von Sanden and Tke theory. 5

range, the theory of Reference 2 degenerates to a solution similar to the Von Sanden and T6ke theory.



DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Theoretical collapse pressures for various modes of failure for each

of the ten models are given in Table 4 in order of increasing thinness

ratio X together with the corresponding experimental collapse pressures

and observed modes of failure. The parameters given in Table 1 were used

in calculating the collapse pressures in Table 4. The secant and tangent

moduli determined from uniaxial stress-strain curves of the material for

each of the models were used to calculate the inelastic axisymmetric buck-

ling and asymmetric (lobar) buckling pressures from the theories of References

1 and 2, respectively.

In Table 4, the first three theoretical pressures are for axisymmetric

collapse of stiffened cylinders fabricated from an ideally plastic material.

Since the geometry and material properties of the models tested were not in

this range, these theoretical pressures are given in Table 4 merely for

comparison with the theoretical pressures that are associated with the lobar

buckling mode of failure. The pressures computed from Formula [92a] are

those at which the outer-fiber circumferential stress midway between adjacant

frames reaches the strength of the shell material. The Hencky-Von Mises

pressure is the pressure at which yielding begins on the outside surface of

the shell. It is the pressure at which the biaxial stress, computed by

applying the Hencky-Von Mises criterionl0to the Von Sanden-Gunther stresses

on the outer fiber of the shell at midbay, reaches the yield strength of

the shell material. The "plastic hinge" pressures were computed from a

theory, 8based on the Hencky-Von Mises criterion, which allows for the

plastic reserve strength after yielding begins. This plastic hinge analysis

assumes that the shell material possesses a stress-strain relationship in

compression which consists of a straight line through the origin for the

elastic range and a horizontal line for the plastic range, that is, the

material is elastic, perfectly plastic. The yield strength necessary for

computing these three pressures can only be arbitrarily determined for

materials exhibiting a continuous stress-strain curve. Standard procedure

at the Model Basin has been to use the 0.2-percent-offset method for de-

termining the yield strength of such materials.
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The pressures mentioned so far apply to cylinders which fail due to

axisymmetric yielding. It has been found from measurements prior to collapse

that this type of failure is usually accompained by large nonlinear strains

in the shell of the cylinder. In contrast, for these ten models the non-

linear strains measured prior to collapse were relatively small, and the fail-

ures occurred rather abruptly. This is indicative of a buckling phenomenon.

Therefore, the three theoretical collapse pressures discussed so far do not

apply as such to the models presented in this report.

The axisymmetric buckling1 pressures and asymmetric (lobar) buckling2

pressures given in Table 4 were computed from analyses which are represent-

ative of inelastic modes of failure encountered by ring-stiffened cylinders

fabricated from strain-hardening materials. It can be seen that the pressures

computed from Reference 1 are higher than those computed from Reference 2.

This is not at all suprising since the geometries of the models were in the

lobar buckling range (X > 0.8). However, excellent agreement was observed

between the experimental collapse pressures of Models 12 and 65, the models

with the lowest X values, and the corresponding theoretical collapse pressures

computed from Reference 1.

The elastic lobar buckling pressures given in Table 4 as computed

from the theories of Von Sanden and Tolke5 and Von Mises are lower than

the corresponding pressures computed from the theory of Reynolds, which

is based on more realistic assumptions as mentioned earlier. Both the

Von Mises4 and Von Saniden and Tolke 5 elastic buckling theories are based on

the assumption of simple support at the shell edges whereas Reynolds' theory
7

considers the torsional restraint afforded the shell by the reinforcing rings.

Further, Reynolds assumed a more representative prebuckling state of stress

in the shell, reflecting the reinforcing action of the rings, which leads to

a higher critical buckling pressure.

Therefore, to compare the experimental collapse pressures with theory

in a logical way, attention must be focused on the inelastic and elastic

lobar buckling pressures computed from References 2 and 7, respectively.

Table 4 shows that, for stiffened cylinders with N values from 0.85

to 1.10, excellent agreement was realized between the experimental collapse

pressures and the corresponding theoretical pressures computed from Reynolds'

inelastic lobar buckling theory.2 Likewise, for stiffened cylinders with
inelastic lobar buckling theory. Likewise, for stiffened cylinders with



X values greater than 1.40, excellent agreement was realized between the

experimental collapse pressures and the corresponding theoretical pressures7
computed from Reynolds' elastic lobar buckling theory. However, only fair

agreement with the inelastic theory of Reference 2 was observed for those

cases with X values between 1.10 and 1.40, which are still in the realm of

inelastic buckling but which tend toward the elastic range. The fact that

this agreement is not as good as for cases where X < 1.10 is due primarily

to the simplified form of the elastic buckling terms used in developing the

inelastic buckling theory of Reference 2. In the limit, the inelastic theory

of Reference 2 predicts an elastic buckling pressure which represents an

upper bound of the inelastic influences on the buckling process. However,

this upper bound or elastic buckling pressure of Reference 2 is much lower

than the corresponding elastic pressure computed from Reference 7. There-

fore, if more rigorous elastic buckling terms, such as those used in Ref-

erence 7, could be incorporated in the inelastic theory of Reference 2,

better agreement could be expected between this latter theory and stiffened

cylinders with X values between 1.10 and 1.40; however, this would lead to

a very cumbersome and complicated buckling theory.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The prebuckling strains measured on the stiffened cylinder models agreed

very well with strains computed from the axisymmetric elastic theory of

Von Sanden and Ginther.
6

2. For the stiffened cylinders with X values ranging from 0.85 to 1.10,

excellent agreement was realized between the experimental collapse pressures

and the corresponding pressures computed from Reynolds' inelastic lobar

buckling theory. 2

3. For the stiffened cylinders with X values greater than 1.40, excellent

agreement was realized between the experimental collapse pressures and the

corresponding pressures computed from Reynolds' elastic lobar buckling theory.

4. For the stiffened cylinders with X values between 1.10 and 1.40, only

fair agreement was realized between the experimental collapse pressures and

those calculated from the theory of Reference 2. The disagreement appears

to be due to the simplified form of the elastic buckling influences used in

developing the theory of Reference 2.
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